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Abstract. The record of past greenhouse gas composition
from ice cores is crucial for our understanding of global cli-
mate change. Future ice core projects will aim to extend both
the temporal coverage (extending the timescale to 1.5 Myr)
and the temporal resolution of existing records. This implies
a strongly limited sample availability, increasing demands
on analytical accuracy and precision, and the need to reuse
air samples extracted from ice cores for multiple gas anal-
yses. To meet these requirements, we designed and devel-
oped a new analytical system that combines direct absorp-
tion laser spectroscopy in the mid-infrared (mid-IR) with
a quantitative sublimation extraction method. Here, we fo-
cus on a high-precision dual-laser spectrometer for the si-
multaneous measurement of CH4, N2O, and CO2 concen-
trations, as well as δ13C(CO2). Flow-through experiments at
5 mbar gas pressure demonstrate an analytical precision (1 σ )
of 0.006 ppm for CO2, 0.02 ‰ for δ13C(CO2), 0.4 ppb for
CH4, and 0.1 ppb for N2O, obtained after an integration time
of 100 s. Sample–standard repeatabilities (1 σ ) of discrete
samples of 1 mL STP (Standard Temperature and Pressure)
amount to 0.03 ppm, 2.2 ppb, 1 ppb, and 0.04 ‰ for CO2,
CH4, N2O, and δ13C(CO2), respectively. The key elements
to achieve this performance are a custom-developed mul-
tipass absorption cell, custom-made high-performance data
acquisition and laser driving electronics, and a robust calibra-
tion approach involving multiple reference gases. The assess-
ment of the spectrometer capabilities in repeated measure-
ment cycles of discrete air samples – mimicking the proce-

dure for external samples such as air samples from ice cores
– was found to fully meet our performance criteria for fu-
ture ice core analysis. Finally, this non-consumptive method
allows the reuse of the precious gas samples for further anal-
ysis, which creates new opportunities in ice core science.

1 Introduction

Precisely monitoring the current anthropogenic rise of green-
house gas (CO2, CH4, and N2O) concentrations is essen-
tial for the implementation of the Kyoto (UNFCCC, 1998)
and Paris (UNFCCC, 2015) agreements. Therefore, sev-
eral monitoring networks have been established, compris-
ing both ground- and satellite-based instrumentation to ac-
curately measure greenhouse gases with high temporal and
spatial resolution. For ground-based monitoring, where es-
sentially unlimited volumes of sample are available, continu-
ous infrared spectroscopic analysis is gaining increasing im-
portance, as it allows for high time resolution with a mini-
mum of sample preparation and multiple greenhouse gases
in a single instrument (e.g., McManus et al., 2010; Hammer
et al., 2013; Hundt et al., 2018). In recent years, these tech-
niques have been further developed, also enabling isotopic
measurements of CO2, CH4, and N2O (e.g., Tuzson et al.,
2011; Prokhorov et al., 2019; Eyer et al., 2016; Ibraim et al.,
2017).
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Today’s changes are precisely monitored with constantly
improving global measurement networks, providing strong
constraints on anthropogenic and natural emissions. How-
ever, such direct atmospheric observations only began in
the late 1950s (Graven et al., 2013), and therefore, other
sources for data, such as temperature and greenhouse gases,
are needed to validate and constrain climate models when
covering many centuries or even millennia. Moreover, pro-
cesses controlling the natural range and variability of green-
house gases can only be fully assessed when the greenhouse
gas record is extended over the full range of climate varia-
tions, representative of long-term centennial, millennial, and
orbital up to weathering timescales. An extension of the ob-
servation record, spanning the last 800 kyr, has become pos-
sible using polar ice cores, from which small samples of
past atmospheric air can be extracted. Thus, a reconstruction
of the CO2, CH4, and N2O records over the entire anthro-
pogenic era (Rubino et al., 2013; MacFarling Meure et al.,
2006) and further back in time over past glacial–interglacial
cycles covering up to the last 800 kyr was realized (Louler-
gue et al., 2008; Schilt, 2013; Bereiter et al., 2015; Petit et al.,
1999; Lüthi et al., 2008). Apart from greenhouse gas concen-
trations in ice cores, which are often determined by gas chro-
matography (GC) techniques, the precise quantification of
their isotopic composition using mass spectrometry (MS) or
coupled gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
analyses of ice core samples has become possible in recent
years (Schmitt et al., 2012; Schilt et al., 2014; Bock et al.,
2017; Bauska et al., 2018). However, these methods involve
the tedious and time-consuming separation of individual gas
species from the air matrix.

As an alternative approach, the application of a mid-
infrared (mid-IR) tunable diode laser spectrometer for dis-
crete CO2 analyses on ice cores was pioneered at the Uni-
versity of Bern in the 1970s (Lehmann et al., 1977; Neftel
et al., 1982). This technique avoids the separation of CO2
from the gas matrix and enables concentration measurements
on small (< 10 g) ice samples (Bereiter et al., 2015; Güllük
et al., 1997, and references therein). Recently, cavity ring-
down laser spectroscopy in the near-IR was applied for con-
tinuous online measurements of CH4 in ice cores (Chappel-
laz et al., 2013; Rhodes et al., 2015). However, as these anal-
yses involve a gas separation step from a continuous water
stream, solubility effects require external calibration of such
melt water based online measurements.

In 2019, the European “Beyond EPICA Oldest Ice Core”
project was started by partners from 10 European nations
with the goal to retrieve a continuous Antarctic ice core go-
ing back over the last 1.5 Myr (Fischer et al., 2013). For the
first time, this ice core will allow the atmospheric changes
to be reconstructed that occurred over the so-called Mid-
Pleistocene Transition (approximately 1.2–0.9 Myr ago),
when the cyclicity of glacial–interglacial cycles changed
from 40 to about 100 kyr, and the amplitude of continen-
tal glaciation during ice ages substantially increased. Due to

glacier flow, the ice at the bottom of the ice sheet, where the
very old ice is preserved, experienced extreme thinning; i.e.,
about 15 kyr of climate history is compressed into only 1 m of
ice core (Fischer et al., 2013), thus implying a limited avail-
ability of samples for greenhouse gas and other analyses.
Similar extreme thinning is observed in the bottom-most sec-
tions of high accumulation coastal Antarctic ice cores, which
allow for temporal extension of high-resolution greenhouse
gas records. Accordingly, such extraordinary glaciological
conditions require novel analytical approaches to maximize
temporal resolution of the records while minimizing sample
consumption and, at the same time, making no compromises
on precision and repeatability of the gas analyses. Thus, the
various greenhouse gas analyses, previously done on several
pieces of ice, have to be combined and the sensitivity of the
analytical methods improved, and whenever possible reuse of
the gas after the analysis for other analytical purposes should
be pursued.

These goals motivated our development of a novel ap-
proach that combines the high resolution and selectivity of a
laser absorption spectrometer with the quantitative and con-
tinuous extraction of the air enclosed in ice cores using a
unique sublimation technique. In this publication, we will
present in detail the laser absorption spectrometer and its per-
formance, while the continuous sublimation extraction sys-
tem providing a centimeter-scale vertical resolution will be
described in a separate paper (Mächler et al., 2020).

In atmospheric sciences, laser spectroscopy is a well-
established analytical method for high-precision trace gas
concentration and isotope ratio measurements. However, the
stringent requirements related to ice core analysis still re-
main highly challenging. In the present study, our aim was
to establish an analytical tool, which enables the simulta-
neous quantification of CO2, CH4, and N2O concentrations,
as well as the stable carbon isotopic composition of CO2 in
an ice-core-derived air sample of only 1 mL STP (Standard
Temperature and Pressure) without separation of these gases
from the air matrix. In order to allow for authoritative in-
terpretation of the observed glacial–interglacial changes in
the biogeochemical cycles of these three greenhouse gases,
a signal-to-noise ratio of better than 5 for the centennial
to multi-millennial variations found in ice cores for CO2,
CH4, N2O, and δ13C(CO2) over the last glacial cycles is re-
quired. This results in precision targets of these parameters
for high-quality ice core analyses of 0.5 ppm, 2 ppb, 2 ppb,
and 0.04 ‰, respectively. These targets are either comparable
to or better than the best ice core analysis systems available
to date. Moreover, the option of cryogenically recollecting
the air sample after the laser spectroscopic analysis was also
foreseen.

In the following, we present the technical details of the de-
veloped instrument including the optical design, the custom-
made absorption cell and electronics, and the instrument pe-
riphery, as well as the custom-made standard gases needed
for the calibration. Finally, a detailed characterization and
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calibration for 1 mL STP air samples is given, demonstrating
the excellent analytical capabilities of the spectrometer, and
including steps towards a calibration scheme that can handle
the variable sample volumes and pressures that are expected
from ice core samples. We stress that the sample size, gas
handling, and sample introduction as well as the calibration
scheme presented here have been specifically designed and
optimized for the use of discrete ice core air samples of 1 mL
STP that will be provided by the sublimation extraction sys-
tem that is being developed in parallel.

2 Methods

The targeted multi-species capabilities of our instrument are
achieved by using a dual-laser concept (see, e.g., McManus
et al., 2011, 2015), whereby two distributed feedback quan-
tum cascade lasers (DFB-QCLs) with distinct frequencies
are combined and coupled into a multipass absorption cell
(MPC). The lasers were selected to fulfill fundamental line
selection criteria (see, e.g., Tuzson et al., 2008) regarding
spectral interference issues, limitations in laser tuning capa-
bilities (< 4 cm−1), and an achievable signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) under the targeted sample conditions. Furthermore,
the line selection (see Table 1) considers the fact that CH4
and N2O share a region of relatively strong absorption lines
around 7.7 µm, which gives access to both species within
the spectral coverage of a DFB-QCL. For CO2 (including
the two most abundant isotopologues), we use the region
around 4.3 µm, with a special focus on absorption lines that
have comparable intensities. In this spectral region, there are
mainly two options for CO2 that fulfill our selection criteria:
the lines proposed by Tuzson et al. (2008) around 2310 cm−1

and the ones around 2302 cm−1 that we use in this work.
The latter were chosen because of their higher line intensity
which helps the required SNR to be reached despite the small
sample size. However, it should be recognized that compara-
ble absorption for the CO2 isotopologues means that their
ro-vibrational transitions have rather different ground state
energies (see also Table 1). Therefore, the spectroscopically
retrieved δ13C values exhibit a larger temperature sensitiv-
ity (Tuzson et al., 2008). In our case, we estimate a tem-
perature sensitivity of the isotope ratio of about 16 ‰ K−1.
Although it may be difficult to maintain long-term stability
of the absorption cell to a level better than 0.01 K, changes
in the cell temperature can be measured with a precision on
the order of mK using thermistors. Since the measured tem-
perature is used continuously for interpreting the absorbance
spectra, the temperature dependence of the line strength is
not a major impediment to obtaining isotope ratio precision
better than 0.02 ‰ for δ13CO2.

Table 1. Spectroscopic parameters of the absorption lines selected
for this work. The molecule ID (abbreviated code for isotopologues)
and line positions ν (cm−1), as well as the lower state energies
E′′ (cm−1), line strengths S (10−20 cm−1/(cm2 molecule−1)), and
Einstein A coefficients (s−1), are from the HITRAN2016 database
(Gordon et al., 2017).

Species ID ν S E′′ A

12CO2 21 2301.680904 2.71 1276.4476 202.3
13CO2 22 2302.308939 2.62 273.8809 187.8
N2O 41 1301.684840 15.40 175.9536 6.1
CH4 61 1302.044313 6.45 219.9199 2.2

2.1 Optical design of the quantum cascade laser-based
absorption spectrometer (QCLAS)

The concept and the final layout of our optical setup are
shown in Fig. 1. During the development, first a 3D CAD
model coupled to ray-tracing simulations was used that al-
lowed easy testing of different design options and optimiza-
tion of beam propagation within the available space. Key fac-
tors were the beam shaping and efficient coupling of both
laser beams into the same absorption cell, which is a custom-
made astigmatic Herriott multipass cell (see Sect. 2.1.1).
The QCLs (Alpes Lasers, Switzerland) were packaged in
high-heat-load (HHL) housings with embedded thermoelec-
tric cooler (TEC) and collimating lens, and the output beam
properties (size and profile) were characterized using a mid-
IR beam profiler (WinCamD-IR-BB, DataRay, USA). The
empirical values were then used to define the light sources in
the ray-tracing software (FRED, Photon Engineering, USA).
This allowed a realistic beam propagation along the optical
path and, thus, led to a reliable selection of the steering and
shaping elements, which best fulfill the entrance conditions
of the MPC (see, e.g., McManus, 2007). The infrared beam
is focused near the center of the cell, and its beam waist
(374 µm at 4.34 µm wavelength) is closely matched to the
nearly confocal cavity, such that the reflected beam maintains
a nearly constant size at the mirrors while propagating in the
cell. The coupling of the 7.7 µm wavelength is slightly off
from the ideal case, and the realized beam waist of 1.1 mm is
about twice as large as theoretically expected. The obtained
fringe level (see residual plot in Fig. 2) is, nevertheless, very
low, indicating that the MPC is rather tolerant of such a mis-
match.

In a first section, a beam of three lasers is generated by us-
ing a custom-made dichroic mirror (LohnStar Optics, USA)
to efficiently combine the two mid-IR beams first, followed
by a second dichroic mirror (Quantum Design, Switzerland)
to couple in a red trace laser, which is used for alignment
purposes. After the beam combination, the beam is split into
two paths: a “sample” path that goes through the MPC and
a “reference” path, which is directed through a reference
cell filled with a predefined gas mixture. The splitting ratio
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Figure 1. Optical layout of the dual-QCL system showing all relevant optical elements (where DC refers to dichroic mirror and ND to neutral
density filter) and the optical path (colored lines) of the laser beams as simulated by the ray-tracing software (FRED, Photon Engineering).

is such that the extra losses due to the multiple reflections
within the MPC are compensated for, and both the sample
and reference detectors (PVM-2TE-8-1x1-TO8-wZnSeAR-
70, Vigo Systems, Poland) receive approximately the same
optical power. The optical elements downstream of the beam
splitting are for beam shaping and steering. The reference
cell is mounted on a remotely controllable flip mount, and it
is taken out of the beam once per measurement cycle to ob-
tain the laser emission profile used as signal background for
the reference path.

Investigations of the laser emission properties regarding
intensity and frequency stability revealed an increased sensi-
tivity of the QCLs to optical feedback when they are driven
with currents near their lasing threshold (104 mA). This was
more pronounced for the QCL emitting at 4.3 µm and led to
marked instabilities of the emission frequency (jitter). There-
fore, the QCLs are driven at high current (160 mA), and
a quarter wave plate is placed in the front of the 4.3 µm
QCL to further reduce optical feedback. High-current opera-
tion of QCLs implies increased optical output power, which
is usually beneficial in terms of SNR in the mid-IR. How-
ever, in our case, the QCLs provide so much optical power
(54 mW) that (i) the linear range of the detector is exceeded,
and (ii) the absorption process in the low-pressure sample
gases becomes saturated. To avoid these effects, a custom-
made wedged neutral density filter (ND= 1.0) is placed be-
tween the two dichroic mirrors. This way, the optical power
of both QCLs is reduced by 90 % before entering into the
MPC, while the transmitted optical power reaching the detec-
tor is 0.6 mW. As we will show later, this laser intensity was
still not low enough to completely eliminate the saturation

effect, but we refrained from further laser intensity reduction
because this would have a negative impact on the SNR value,
jeopardizing the targeted precision. However, it is important
to note that we operationally correct for the small saturation
effects within our calibration scheme (see Sect. 3.3).

To decouple the optical setup from external temperature
changes, the optical breadboard is water-cooled and main-
tained at 20 ± 0.005 ◦C using a closed-loop thermochiller
(Oasis Three, Solid State Cooling Systems, USA). Further-
more, the whole setup is enclosed in a sealed and thermally
insulated case (Fibox, Switzerland), which is purged with
CO2-free air (resulting in a stable residual background of
about 15 ppm CO2) to minimize light absorption outside the
sample and reference cells. These factors significantly im-
prove the long-term stability of the measurements.

2.1.1 Custom-made multipass absorption cell

The absorption cell is a key component of any absorption
laser spectrometer. It not only defines the supported optical
path length (OPL), but also the volume in which the light
can interact with the molecules of the sample gas. As the
SNR scales with the increase of OPL, extended paths are
usually achieved by using beam folding concepts, such as
multipass cells (MPCs). Beam folding, however, is also an
important source of optical noise in the system and needs
careful consideration. In our application, the precision tar-
gets of about 2 ppb for CH4 and N2O at ambient concentra-
tion and low pressure (< 10 mbar) can be achieved with an
estimated minimal optical path length of around 30 m. We
considered these parameters as criteria for the required OPL
because of their significantly lower absorption signal com-
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Figure 2. Example of measured transmission spectra (red), Voigt profile fit (blue) and residual (top) for the scanned ranges at 4.3 µm (a) and
7.7 µm (b) for a gas at 5 mbar, with concentrations representative of ice core samples, i.e., using standard gas no. 6 (see Table 2).

pared to that of the CO2 isotopologues (see Fig. 2, and note
the different scaling in the transmission axes). These require-
ments are largely fulfilled by a commercially available solu-
tion (AMAC-36, Aerodyne Research, USA), which is cur-
rently the state-of-the-art MPC for high-precision trace gas
measurements (McManus et al., 2010) and which was our
first choice for the prototype instrument. However, the very
limited sample volume and the aim of cryogenic re-collection
of the sample after measurement create additional demands
on the cell: (i) it must be very leak-tight, (ii) the cell inner
surface must be highly inert, and (iii) the cell should have
a minimum dead volume, i.e., volumes outside the optically
active region. Since the AMAC-36 is primarily aimed at at-
mospheric monitoring applications using the flow-through
mode, the above aspects were not fully met. This became
evident when using the AMAC-36 in static mode, whereby
we observed a continuous decrease of 0.2 ppm min−1 in the
CO2 concentration. Furthermore, despite the leak tightness
(1 × 10−6 mbar L s−1) of the MPC, the evacuation of the
cell took significantly longer compared to a simple high-
vacuum-proofed volume of similar size. The response time
was strongly dependent on the conditioning history of the
cell, but even by baking, purging, and evacuating the cell over
few days, the pump-down time of the cell after filling with a
sample gas took at least 20 min. Hence, we concluded that
these characteristics were caused by adsorption processes on
the cell inner surfaces and by internally closed volumes act-
ing as “gas buffers”. Trying to fix these issues by coating the
surfaces and modifying the constructional design of this cell
appeared to be very challenging. Therefore, we decided on
the development of a custom-made cell, taking into consid-
eration all of the above requirements in its design.

The basic design difference of our cell with respect to the
AMAC-36 is the cell body milled from solid stainless steel,
which allows the cell inner surface to be shaped as a cuboid
that matches the envelope of the optical pattern of the laser
beam between the two astigmatic mirrors. This leads to a
30 % reduction of the inner volume (to 166± 5 cm3) com-

pared to a simple cylindrical geometry and thus increases the
pressure of the air sample, which is crucial to reach the tar-
geted precision. A further significant benefit of the single-
piece cell body is the possibility of manufacturing most of
the mechanics required for mirror mounting and aligning out
of the same piece. This allows manufacturing tolerances to
be minimized and the degrees of freedom to be reduced for
mirror mounting to axial shift and rotation of the back mir-
ror. Thus, this concept allows for a simpler alignment mech-
anism, and hence it also minimizes the dead volume behind
the rear mirror that would be required otherwise.

Besides the cell body, the astigmatic mirrors were also
reconsidered. The calculation of the geometry of the astig-
matic mirror pair is based on the paraxial matrix approach
(McManus et al., 1995; McManus, 2007). In general, for
a given mirror geometry, there is a large number of possi-
ble reflection patterns supported for varying mirror distances
and tilt angles. For the search of suitable mirror geometries,
we set the following boundary conditions: (i) a low volume
for the targeted 30 m OPL and (ii) a reflection pattern that
generates a minimum of optical fringes or fringes with fre-
quencies that substantially differ from the absorption line
widths (about 100 MHz). The first condition is well met by
a base length of 20 cm and mirror diameters of 4 cm. For the
second aspect, we first generated a pattern map (McManus
et al., 2011) with all possible combinations of mirror cur-
vatures and tilt angle, then calculated for individual patterns
the spatial separation of each reflection spot with respect to
its neighbors and searched for candidates with a high sepa-
ration level. The expected interference frequencies were de-
rived based on the optical path difference of the neighbor-
ing spots. Apart from the lowest possible overlap of the indi-
vidual reflection spots, we also took into account the optical
path difference of the neighboring spots and avoided those
patterns where the interference fringe frequency generated
by the optical path difference is comparable to the width of
the absorption line. Overlaps of the beam spots with small
pass number (e.g., 4 and 6) differences are especially prob-
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Figure 3. The low-volume and high-vacuum-sealed MPC developed and manufactured for the spectrometer. (a) Photograph of the multipass
absorption cell with its entry window and the gas inlet in the foreground. The cell inner body along the optical axis is shaped as a cuboid
that matches the envelope of the optical pattern of the laser beam between the two astigmatic mirrors. This design approach leads to a 30 %
reduction of the inner volume compared to a simple cylindrical/rectangular case. (b) Photograph of the custom-made astigmatic mirror with
the entry hole in the center. The mirror body design allows for a direct and leak-tight attachment to the cell, thereby minimizing the dead
volume. (c) Reflection pattern (red dots) on the two mirrors as used in the current configuration. The blue and green dots represent the first
and last reflection, respectively.

lematic. Searching for patterns that fulfill these criteria is ex-
pected to result in a reduced optical fringe level and have
less of an impact on the absorption line retrieval. In consid-
eration of all these aspects, we selected the pattern shown in
Fig. 3, which is characterized by 162 reflections. The mirrors
were manufactured by diamond turning and post-polishing a
NiP-coated aluminum substrate (LT Ultra-Precision Technol-
ogy, Germany). Finally, a broadband high-reflectivity coating
(Pleiger Laseroptik, Germany) was applied to achieve ap-
prox. 99 % reflectivity for both selected IR spectral ranges
and about 98 % for the visible range. The exact optical path
length (34.134± 0.003 m) was measured by coupling in a
commercial laser distance meter (Disto D510, Leica Geosys-
tems, Switzerland). The high-vacuum-proofed construction
assures leak rates below 10−7 mbar L s−1 and fast pump-
down times (from 5 to 0.01 mbar in 90 s). This is a prereq-
uisite for rapid switching between the sample and the stan-
dard, which contributes to a high accuracy in applications
with small, discrete samples (see Sect. 3), such as those de-
rived from ice cores.

2.2 Hardware design and data processing

Our laser driving and data processing electronics approach
are described in detail elsewhere (Liu et al., 2018; Tuzson

et al., 2020), and only a brief summary is given here. The
two QCLs are driven in intermittent continuous wave (ICW)
mode with time-division multiplexed timing (Fischer et al.,
2014). By applying the current pulses, the laser emission
frequency is rapidly tuned, allowing for complete spectral
scans within 75 µs. The tuning rate is transformed into a lin-
earized frequency scale by using the transmission spectrum
of a 5.08 cm solid Germanium etalon, which is mounted on
a custom-made flip mount. Repeated measurements indicate
that the QCL tuning characteristics are highly stable over
time, and new characterizations are only needed after major
interventions in the system.

Hardware control and data acquisition electronics de-
ployed here are similar to those of Liu et al. (2018). The
main difference is that here we use a more powerful pro-
grammable board (Alpha250, Koheron, France), built around
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which features a
faster sampling rate (250 MS s−1) and a higher bandwidth
(100 MHz) analog front end with dual-channel 14-bit ADCs
and 16-bit DACs. This upgrade was necessary because of the
required higher spectral resolution (narrow line widths due to
low-pressure samples) and the dual-path configuration result-
ing in two simultaneous inputs to the ADC (see Fig. 4). The
FPGA firmware (VHDL code) and the Linux service rou-
tines (C code) were custom-developed. The FPGA contains
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Figure 4. Schematic of the electronics setup. The core of the system is a system on a chip (SoC) embedding a dual-core ARM processor
and a FPGA, which triggers the laser driver, reads the ADCs, and processes the detector signals in real time. All processes are synchronized
using the same clock generator. The hardware internal communication is based on the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) protocol. The CPU
communicates with the host PC and drives other hardware components, which are less critical with respect to the timing.

a state machine that is clocked 8 times slower than the sample
clock, which makes routing less critical; i.e., larger data path
delays are tolerated. For higher flexibility in data acquisition,
several user-defined time windows within a spectral scan are
supported. The summation of consecutive spectra is imple-
mented with digital signal processors (DSP) and dual port
block random access memory (BRAM). The spectra are then
transferred from the programming logic via direct memory
access (DMA) into the DDR-RAM of the processing unit.
These data are then sent to an external computer via a TCP/IP
interface for post-processing.

For the spectral analysis, we used the averaged data of
5000 spectra corresponding to 1 Hz time resolution. In to-
tal, five acquisition windows were defined over the two laser
pulses. One data acquisition window is used to record the
detector signal, while the lasers are not turned on yet. This
signal is used to normalize the follow-up spectra that are
collected in the other four windows within the laser scan.
The concentrations of the individual species are retrieved in
real time by fitting a Voigt function to the measured spectra
using the Levenberg–Marquardt least-squares algorithm im-
plemented in LabVIEW (National Instruments, USA). The
spectral line intensity and the broadening parameters are
taken from the HITRAN2016 database (Gordon et al., 2017),
whereas the gas pressure and temperature are measured, and
their values are used in the fitting algorithm to calculate the
Doppler and Lorentzian widths and determine the number
density of the target molecules. The corresponding transmis-
sion spectra with the associated fitted curves using Voigt pro-
files are shown in Fig. 2.

2.3 Gas handling hardware

A fully automated gas handling system has been built
around the spectrometer as depicted in Fig. 5. The system
is equipped with two pumps (turbomolecular pump station
and diaphragm pump) used to pull reference gases from the
cylinders through parts of the system at a steady flow, inde-
pendently of the measurement cycle, or to evacuate the MPC
and the manifold line between individual discrete samples.

A multi-port selector (6-port, Vici Valco Instruments Inc.,
Switzerland) with individual vents allows the standard gas
cylinders to be switched between, while maintaining an un-
interrupted gas flow. After the multi-port selector, the stan-
dard gas is pulled through a flow restriction (critical orifice),
where the pressure drops from about 2 bar absolute to the
mbar level. The critical orifice size (20 µm) as well as the
output pressure of the regulators were all carefully selected
to avoid isotopic fractionation as the gases flow through the
system. A series of experiments was conducted in a flow-
through and static regime to investigate potential fractiona-
tion effects due to flow restriction elements such as the crit-
ical orifice and the optional metering valve used in flow-
through mode. Their effect was found to be lower than our
detection limit. With this setup it is possible to operate the
instrument both in flow-through or in batch mode for dis-
crete samples. In the latter, the evacuated MPC is filled to
any target pressure between 2.0 and 10.5 mbar with an uncer-
tainty of ±0.04 mbar. For this, a pressure sensor (CMR 363,
Pfeiffer Vacuum, Switzerland) monitors the sample pressure
in the MPC at 10 Hz, and its output signal is used to control
the pneumatic valves and decouple the cell when the preset
pressure is achieved.

2.4 Custom-made standard gases

Direct absorption laser spectroscopy establishes a well-
defined relation between the unknown amount fraction and
the measured absorbance. This relation only contains directly
measurable physical quantities (temperature, pressure, op-
tical path length, line amplitude) and molecular properties,
and thus it makes the technique – in terms of metrology – a
calibration-free method to determine the amount fraction of a
trace gas (e.g., Buchholz et al., 2014). However, as with any
“real” system, this approach is also affected by for example
detector nonlinearity, drifts, optical fringes, or general instru-
mental response that may change over time. The relevance
of these effects is gaining significance as the requirements
regarding instrument performance become more stringent,
which is especially pronounced for measurements of stable
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Figure 5. Gas handling system primarily used to characterize and calibrate the QCLAS instrument (schematically indicated by the gray
rectangle) but also to introduce small air samples trapped in dip tubes that contain air extracted from ice core samples. The gas handling
system is made out of ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) stainless steel tubing and uses exclusively VCR and KF seals downstream of the critical
orifice. The majority of the valves are pneumatically actuated valves (Fujikin Inc., Japan). For the flow-through measurements, a bypass with
a metering valve (not shown) was used to reduce the flow.

isotope ratios. Relatively stable and predictable instrument-
related artifacts can be accounted for by a well-designed cal-
ibration scheme, which may also provide traceability to SI
units or an established calibration scale. A widely used ap-
proach is multi-dimensional bracketing with reference gases
of known isotopic composition. This targets the most critical
dependencies and links the measured spectroscopic values
to an international scale in a range that covers the expected
variations occurring in the samples. Relying on our previous
experience in high-accuracy, traceable, long-term, and robust
calibration of laser spectrometers for isotope ratio measure-
ments (see, e.g., Tuzson et al., 2011; Sturm et al., 2013), we
adopted here the strategy of delta-based calibration. For this,
we prepared a set of calibration gases with specific mixtures.
The aim was to realize a two-dimensional bracketing for two
major goals: (i) reliably link the spectrally derived isotope
ratios to the internationally accepted Vienna PeeDee Belem-
nite (VPDB) scale and (ii) account for the dependency of the
retrieved δ13C(CO2) values on the CO2 concentration (Grif-
fith, 2018). In addition, the calibration gases were designed to
also provide bracketing of the other two trace gases (N2O and
CH4). As a result, five standards were prepared (see Table 2),
two pairs each having almost identical δ13C(CO2) (values
fixed at −3.7 ‰ and −10 ‰) but different CO2 concentra-
tions covering preindustrial/glacial–interglacial atmospheric
composition (160 and 350 ppm). The fifth standard gas was
prepared in such a way that it falls in the middle of the corner
values for both δ13C(CO2) and CO2 concentration, as indi-
cated in Fig. 6. Here, the concentrations of N2O and CH4
are indicated by colors (red, green, yellow) that qualitatively
reflect the respective trace-gas content (low, medium, and
high).

The production of standard gases involved two main steps:
(i) gravimetric production of approximate mixtures, i.e.,
within 10 % of the target, and (ii) subsequent quantifica-

tion of these mixtures using established, traceable methods.
For the first step, the approximate mixtures were realized
by sequentially freezing out the targeted pure greenhouse
gases in cylinders, followed by dilution with greenhouse-
gas-free atmospheric air. The procedure in detail was as fol-
lows: (i) evacuate a 50 L aluminum gas cylinder, (ii) place
the cylinder in a liquid nitrogen bath, (iii) cryogenically col-
lect pure CO2 (with one or two different isotopic ratios),
CH4, and N2O from gas cylinders, and (iv) cryogenically col-
lect matrix air using a modified zero-air generator that pro-
vided (almost) greenhouse-gas-free atmospheric air with an
unchanged N2/O2/Ar ratio. This is an important aspect to
avoid any potential bias caused by uncertainties in pressure
broadening effects of these species (e.g., Nara et al., 2012).
One important advantage of this cryogenic trapping is that
it enables the production of large volumes (6500 L STP) of
standard gases because the gas cylinders can be filled up to
their maximum filling pressure limit (200 bar). This permits
the production of a set of cylinders with standard gases that
will last for many years. In a final step, the cylinders were an-
alyzed against NOAA/ESRL standards at the World Calibra-
tion Centre (WCC) at Empa for CO2, CH4 (CRDS, G1301,
Picarro Inc., USA), and N2O (QC-TILDAS, Aerodyne Re-
search Inc., USA) concentrations several times over the fol-
lowing weeks to investigate potential drifts that may appear
due to the cryogenic filling. The results show that all cylin-
ders provide stable concentrations after less than 2 weeks.
The δ13C(CO2) isotope ratios were analyzed at the Univer-
sity of Bern (Switzerland) against JRAS-06 reference gases
(Wendeberg et al., 2013; Van Der Laan-Luijkx et al., 2013).
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Table 2. List of custom-made standard gases produced for the calibration of the QCLAS. The concentrations and isotope ratio values cover
the range of expected variations found in ancient air samples from ice cores. The standard no. 2 is only matrix air that was used to generate
the various standard mixtures. The uncertainty of the values is given in parentheses. n.a. – not available.

Cylinder CO2 CH4 N2O δ13C(CO2)
no. (ppm) (ppb) (ppb) (‰)

1. 248.803 (0.01) 528.576 (0.05) 241.987 (0.250) −6.639 (0.037)
2. 0.201 (0.01) 0.121 (0.04) 172.692 (0.100) n.a.
3. 157.709 (0.02) 331.178 (0.04) 189.190 (0.310) −3.722 (0.015)
4. 167.044 (0.02) 810.950 (0.03) 340.387 (0.020) −9.880 (0.017)
5. 345.514 (0.03) 779.778 (0.14) 325.678 (0.040) −3.697 (0.023)
6. 239.213 (0.03) 527.185 (0.08) 236.351 (0.280) −6.659 (0.020)
7. 341.820 (0.05) 339.236 (0.07) 167.381 (0.330) −10.074 (0.014)

Figure 6. Range of CO2 concentration and δ13C(CO2) spanned by
our custom-made standard gases. The CH4 and N2O content is in-
dicated by the different colors: red, green, and yellow representing
low, medium, and high concentrations, respectively (see also Ta-
ble 2).

3 Performance and calibration

3.1 Precision and stability in flow-through mode

The precision and long-term stability of the system are de-
rived with a reference gas continuously flowing through the
instrument. A standard gas (no. 6 in Table 2) was continu-
ously supplied to the MPC at a constant pressure of 5 mbar
(corresponding to a cell volume of about 1 mL STP) and a
flow of 7 mL min−1 over 12 h. In this regime, potential arti-
facts due to sorption effects on surfaces are mostly negligible.
Figure 7 shows the results of an Allan–Werle variance anal-
ysis (Werle, 2011) of the time series for all four parameters.
The data follow a white noise behavior for about 100 s, ex-
cept for CO2, which flattens out already after 10 s and then
stays at low values until at least 400 s before drifts begin

dominating the measurements. This information is crucial
for an accurate calibration because it determines the longest
time available for a measurement cycle, i.e., the time interval
within which a sequence of a discrete air sample and a sub-
sequent, pressure-adjusted standard gas has to be analyzed.
Currently, our custom-made MPC requires about 300 s to be
completely evacuated and subsequently filled with another
gas (see Sect. 3.2). This relatively rapid exchange time is due
to the improved leak tightness and surface inertness, as well
as lower dead volumes, and it is well within the constraints
defined by the Allan variance minimum. Follow-up experi-
ments using static (batch mode) configuration led to compa-
rable precision levels to those of flow-through measurements.
However, when performing Allan–Werle deviation analyses
for discrete samples, the maximum duration of the analyses
was limited to half an hour to avoid any noticeable contribu-
tion from surface effects related artifacts.

In parallel to the measurements in the MPC, data from
the reference cell were also recorded. For CO2, CH4, and
N2O, only a marginal correlation between the two time se-
ries was found. Thus, normalization with the reference cell
did not improve the performance. The situation is slightly
different for δ13C(CO2), whereby the Allan–Werle devia-
tion minimum could be improved towards longer integra-
tion times (> 100 s) by using the reference cell records to
apply drift correction in the form of a simple subtraction of
the reference cell mean-normalized data from the MPC data.
This different behavior of δ13C(CO2) can be understood by
considering the facts that (i) this quantity is a ratio between
two measured quantities of 13CO2 and 12CO2, and, there-
fore, the random errors of these quantities sum up in the ra-
tio, but correlated drifts are eliminated, and (ii) δ13C(CO2)

is temperature-sensitive as discussed in Sect. 2 in the con-
text of line selection. The reference cell data can, therefore,
be used for monitoring purposes, i.e., to efficiently flag out
periods with daily variations that eventually can happen and
(optionally) to further improve the precision of δ13C(CO2).

Overall, the precision targets for all parameters are reached
in flow-through mode within 10 s integration. Integrating
over 100 s, the instrument achieves a precision of 0.4 ppb,
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Figure 7. Allan–Werle deviation plot for all observed parameters
in a flow-through experiment using the standard gas no. 6. For
δ13C(CO2), two situations are shown: (i) no drift correction (light
green) and (ii) applying drift correction based on the reference cell
(dark green). While in the case of isotope ratio values, a further
improvement towards longer integration time can be observed, the
concentrations are only marginally influenced (not shown). The op-
timal integration time is indicated by the gray area.

0.1 ppb, 0.006 ppm, and 0.02 ‰ for CH4, N2O, CO2, and
δ13C(CO2), respectively.

3.2 Repeatability of discrete 1 mL STP samples

The final application of the instrument is the accurate (SI-
traceable) measurement of discrete 1 mL air samples that
need to be measured in batch mode due to their low volume.
As mentioned above, the Allan–Werle deviation analysis in-
dicates that for highest accuracy, the sample–standard mea-
surement should take place within 400 s. The gas inlet system
(see Fig. 5) was developed to allow for the corresponding
rapid switching between gases while maintaining a precise
pressure matching within ±0.04 mbar. For the removal of
the gas from the MPC, we also consider the specific ice core
application, which foresees the option to cryogenically rec-
ollect the gas sample after the spectroscopic measurement in
a cold finger for further analysis. Therefore, the sample gas
is not simply flushed out of the cell with the stream of the
following standard gas, but rather we evacuate the cell using

Figure 8. Repeatability of discrete 1 mL sample measurements
(mean value subtracted), with associated histograms indicating a
normal distribution of the values.

the turbomolecular pump to levels near to the detection limit
of the cell pressure gauge (10−3 mbar), which is similar to
the case of a cryogenic recollection. The total delay time be-
tween the sample and the standard is around 270 s, which is
acceptable regarding the stability of the system (Fig. 7) and
our precision targets (Sect. 2).

To evaluate the repeatability of discrete 1 mL sample mea-
surements, the following procedure is used: first, a dip tube
is filled with about 1 mL STP of a standard gas and then ex-
panded into the evacuated MPC and treated as the sample
in the evaluation procedure. Second, for the “standard” mea-
surement, the MPC is evacuated again, and the same standard
gas is introduced directly, i.e., not via dip tube, until the same
cell pressure is reached. This sequence takes 10 min and is
repeated several times (50×) and consecutively applied for
low-, medium-, and high-concentration trace gas standards
(as indicated in Fig. 6). To minimize biases originating from
long-term optical drifts, we recorded spectra with the cell
evacuated (“zero trace”) at the beginning of each sample–
standard pair, which were then subtracted from consecutive
spectra. This strategy efficiently removes residual structures
in the spectrum that can slowly vary with time and influence
the spectral fit.

The result of this experiment is summarized in Fig. 8.
Here, the averages of individual sample–standard pairs
recorded over 24 h are displayed along with their associated
histograms showing the distribution of the respective val-
ues. We found a 1 σ standard deviation of 2.2 ppb, 1 ppb,
0.03 ppm, and 0.04 ‰ for CH4, N2O, CO2, and δ13C(CO2),
respectively. These values are higher by a factor of 2 for
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δ13C(CO2), 5 for CH4 and CO2, and 10 for N2O than those
derived from the Allan–Werle deviation analysis of the flow-
through measurements (see Fig. 7). This indicates that sig-
nificant uncertainty is introduced by the gas handling process
(e.g., pressure- and temperature-induced instabilities during
evacuation/filling process and/or adsorption/desorption ef-
fects along the sampling system). Although individual or dis-
crete gas samples can be measured with a precision as deter-
mined by the Allan–Werle deviation analysis, additional arti-
facts or biases, mainly originating from gas handling, will
affect the repeatability and accuracy of the measurements
when switching between sample gases collected in dip tubes.
Thus, the overall accuracy is not limited by the purely spec-
troscopic performance, indicating that further improvements
may be possible by optimizing the sample handling. Nev-
ertheless, Fig. 8 clearly demonstrates that with our cyclic
measurement approach, i.e., quickly alternating between dip-
tube sample and reference gas measurement, the instrumental
drifts can be accounted for, and thus their effect can be min-
imized even for longer periods of time, i.e., over 24 h. Thus,
the target performances are achieved for all compounds, even
for discrete samples of only 1 mL STP volume.

3.3 Calibration characteristics of discrete 1 mL STP
samples

In this section, we investigate the characteristics of the instru-
ment response using the custom-made and externally cali-
brated standard gases (Table 2) and derive corresponding cal-
ibration functions for discrete 1 mL STP air samples. We use
the same measurement procedure as described in Sect. 3.2.
The only difference is that the sample gas is not transferred
via the dip tube but is introduced directly into the MPC in the
same way as the standard gas. In other words, the sample–
standard pair basically consists of identical measurements
with the same gas at the same pressure (5 mbar). Thus, half of
the data were used to monitor potential drifts in the spectrom-
eter response, while the other half served to retrieve the target
parameters. First, the values of each category (“anchor” and
sample) are averaged for 100 s, and then, whenever long-term
drifts are larger than 3 σ of the uncertainty of individual val-
ues, the drifts are taken into account by applying a smooth-
ing spline (Igor Pro v8, Wavemetrics Inc., USA) over all an-
chor values, considering their individual standard deviation
as weighing factor for the spline and setting the smoothing
factor to unity. After drift correction, the 10 individual sam-
ple values of each standard are averaged and plotted against
their reference value, as shown in Fig. 9. Thereby, we found
that a linear calibration function describes the instrument re-
sponse for all three trace gas concentrations properly. Note
that the values reported for the laser spectrometer are purely
based on spectroscopic (HITRAN) and physical parameters
(P , T , and OPL) without any additional calibration. In the
case of the δ13C(CO2), the following additional approach
was used: the CO2 isotope ratio was rescaled to the VPDB

scale using an isotope ratio value ofRs = 0.0111802 (Werner
and Brand, 2001). To make the range of measured and refer-
ence δ values comparable, an offset of 9 ‰ was added to the
measured values. This offset most likely originates from the
uncertainty of line strength of the CO2 isotopologues, but fit-
ting errors (e.g., absorption profile mismatch) or other spec-
tral artifacts can also not be excluded. This offset can op-
tionally be included in the calibration function, i.e., in d0 in
Eq. (2).

The calibration of δ13C(CO2) is a two-step process as
its concentration dependence must also be considered (see,
e.g., Tuzson et al., 2008). This concentration dependence
of δ13C(CO2) is determined based on the measurements of
standard gases no. 3 and no. 5 (see Table 2). As both standard
gases have the same CO2 isotopic composition, the apparent
difference observed in the spectroscopically derived isotope
ratios is attributed to the difference in the CO2 concentra-
tion. This two-point calibration, which was found to be about
0.005 ‰ ppm−1, is then applied to all the other δ13C(CO2)

values obtained for the different standard gases. Thus, the
specific calibration functions of all four parameters are de-
fined as follows:

[X]cal = a0+ a1 · [X]meas (1)

δ13Ccal = d0+ d1 · δ
13Cmeas+ d2 · [CO2]meas, (2)

where the subscripts “meas” and “cal” denote the measured
and the calibrated values, and [X] stands for CO2, CH4, and
N2O concentrations, while ai , and di represent the fit coef-
ficients. Figure 9 shows the calibration functions and the re-
sulting residuals for all four parameters.

Although the spectroscopically retrieved concentrations
show a good linear correlation with the reference values, a
systematic underestimation is observed, which in the case of
CO2 is 2.7 %. However, this is well within the total uncer-
tainty of spectral (e.g., line strength) and physical (pressure,
temperature, and OPL) parameters. Additionally, there are
two other effects that could contribute to the observed bias:
(i) the Voigt profile used to fit the absorption lines tends to
underestimate the effective absorption line areas, especially
at low pressure; and (ii) the absorption lines might be slightly
saturated by the incident laser optical power. Underestima-
tion by the Voigt profile is well documented, and the litera-
ture suggests a bias up to 2 % for our working pressure (Bui
et al., 2014; Lisak et al., 2015). Using more sophisticated
line profiles, such as the Hartmann–Tran profile (HTP) (Ngo
et al., 2013) in the spectral evaluation has the potential to re-
duce the observed mismatch (see the characteristic residual
structure in Fig. 2) but most likely will not affect the pre-
cision, or its impact will only be marginal. One key issue
is, however, that the additional line parameters required for
the HTP line shape model are not available. Nevertheless,
the raw spectra have been recorded, and they can be post-
processed at a later time. Furthermore, there is strong evi-
dence that optical saturation has a bias contribution as well,
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Figure 9. Calibration functions and corresponding residuals from the fit of all four analyzed parameters for a sample of 1 mL STP volume,
corresponding to 5 mbar pressure in the MPC. The dashed gray lines indicate the 1 : 1 correlation as reference.

despite the implemented intensity reduction scheme (as dis-
cussed in Sect. 2.1). This is supported by the observation that
increasing cell pressure leads to a decreasing bias in the re-
trieved concentrations (see Fig. 10), which is in line with the
expected behavior of optical saturation; a higher gas pres-
sure means a higher collision rate, which causes faster re-
laxation of the states and ultimately reduces the number of
molecules that are in the excited state. Based on these ex-
perimental data and further investigations of absorption sig-
nals at high and low laser intensities, we estimate, assuming
the inhomogeneous broadening regime, the saturation coeffi-
cient s to be about 0.014, which corresponds to a saturation
effect of 0.7 %. In any case, the systematic error caused by
this effect is included in the calibration process because the
main factors that have an impact on saturation are kept con-
stant, e.g., temperature, pressure, laser intensity, or gas ma-
trix. To verify this assumption, we determined the instrument
response to our standards in five sets of experiments, with at

least 2 weeks or more time lag between each. Each set of
experiments involved repeated evacuation and filling cycles
of the MPC, and every standard gas was measured 20 times
in a scheme as described above. We found excellent agree-
ment across all these measurements, which demonstrates the
constant analytical performance of the instrument.

It should be noted that the amount of gas resulting from
ice core samples, and thus the sample pressure in the MPC,
may slightly fluctuate, depending on the air content of the
sublimated ice core. At the high level of required accuracy,
this may be a critical parameter. Preliminary tests with the
sampling and calibration procedure described above were
performed to investigate the influence of gas pressure vari-
ation on the spectroscopically retrieved values. For this, we
repeated the same procedure that was used for the calibra-
tion measurements with the only difference that this time the
sample measurements were done at various pressures cov-
ering the range between 2 and 10.5 mbar. Figure 10 shows
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Figure 10. Pressure dependence of the target parameters. The same
standard gas is used alternately as “anchor” (diamond) and “sam-
ple” (circle). The gas pressure for the anchor is kept at 5 mbar,
while the pressure of the sample is gradually changed between 2
and 10 mbar (top plot). The markers represent the mean value of the
measurements taken at each pressure value over 70 s. The overall
sequence is repeated three times for the same standard gas and then
consecutively applied to the other five standards. The instrumen-
tal response remained stable during the entire measurement time
(> 25 h).

the representative results for one standard gas. This indicates
that basically every target parameter is affected by chang-
ing cell pressure, despite the fact that the gas pressure val-
ues are used in the fitting algorithm to calculate the cor-
responding Lorentzian width contributions to the absorp-
tion line and also in the determination of the number den-
sity of the target species based on the ideal gas law. Whilst
for the CH4 and N2O concentration retrieval the influence
of pressure is about 0.76 ± 0.19 ppb mbar−1 and 0.31 ±
0.03 ppb mbar−1, respectively, the δ13C(CO2) and the CO2
concentration values show a strong and nonlinear depen-
dence, especially towards lower cell pressures (< 5 mbar).
Obviously, the pressure dependence can deteriorate the spec-
trometer accuracy if it is not taken into account properly.
Considering a narrow pressure region around 5 mbar, the de-
pendency of δ13C(CO2) on pressure is about 0.81 ‰ mbar−1.
Thus, in order to achieve 0.04 ‰ precision on the isotope ra-

tio, an accuracy of 0.05 mbar on the pressure measurement
is needed. Our pressure sensor (CMR 363, Pfeiffer Vacuum,
Switzerland) has a stated accuracy of 0.2 % of the measured
value, i.e., an uncertainty of 0.01 mbar for the 5 mbar sample
pressure. As mentioned in Sect. 2.3, the pressure matching
between consecutive batch samples is better than 0.04 mbar.
Based on these findings, the pressure either has to be actively
controlled and accurately adjusted or it has to be considered
in the data retrieval. In the former case, an additional buffer
volume with flexible bellows can be added to the gas han-
dling system to precisely match the cell pressure to a pre-
set value for any ice core sample. Otherwise, the calibration
functions have to be known for each pressure value. This is
feasible because the pressure dependency of the target pa-
rameters has smooth characteristics and can be described by
simple analytical functions (linear, polynomial, or exponen-
tial). These relations hold also for the calibration function
coefficients, which can then include a pressure-dependence
correction term. Although it involves a slightly higher com-
plexity, such an approach was tested successfully using inter-
polated calibration function coefficients for a randomly taken
pressure value. Nevertheless, the final accuracy of the mea-
surement will reflect the uncertainty of the extrapolation be-
tween the individual calibration functions used. For the ice
core application, a more detailed characterization and val-
idation of the pressure-dependent calibration parameters in
a smaller pressure range around the pressure span expected
from an ice core sample are required. Here, we provided the
instrument behavior over the whole possible operation range,
which is the basis for future work in its final configuration in-
cluding the ice core extraction system. Furthermore, it is ad-
visable to use standard gases that are similar to the unknown
sample in both concentration and isotopic composition. Last
but not least, applying a more sophisticated line shape model
in the fitting algorithm (see discussion in Sect. 3) also has the
potential to minimize the observed pressure dependence by
better matching the measured absorption signal.

Finally, a significant advantage of laser spectroscopy over,
for instance, mass spectrometry is that the absorption lines
are molecule-specific, and interferences between different
gases are unlikely. In the case of ice core analyses, in partic-
ular, the use of organic drill fluids may, however, lead to con-
tamination with potentially absorbing compounds. There-
fore, we tested for spectral interferences with the drill fluid
ESTISOL™ 140, which is to be used in Antarctica within the
Beyond EPICA Oldest Ice Core project. This substance was
introduced into the multipass cell in trace quantities that are
expected to be representative of the ice core samples. This
led to no alterations in the observed spectrum within the se-
lected spectral window, which is not surprising because such
large organic compounds usually have very broad absorption
features and tend to be localized to frequencies typical for
functional groups.
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4 Conclusions

A dual-QCL direct absorption spectrometer has been devel-
oped for the challenging measurements of small (1 mL STP)
ice core samples. The stringent requirements in precision
and accuracy were met by the design, development, and im-
plementation of the following key elements: (i) a new low-
volume multipass absorption cell, designed with a special
focus on minimizing contamination effects (e.g., surface ad-
sorption, outgassing, leak rate) and improving optical perfor-
mance (low fringe level) and robustness against mechanical
and thermal variations; (ii) a custom-made low-noise–low-
drift laser driving electronics stabilized by a thermoelectri-
cally cooled water loop; (iii) a fast dual-channel real-time
data acquisition system based on FPGA SoC; and (iv) a ded-
icated system-tailored and automated gas handling manifold
to manipulate low-volume samples.

Flow-through experiments demonstrate an analytical pre-
cision (1 σ ) of 0.006 ppm for CO2, 0.02 ‰ for δ13C(CO2),
0.4 ppb for CH4, and 0.1 ppb for N2O obtained after an inte-
gration time of 100 s. Sample–standard repeatabilities (1 σ )
of discrete samples of 1 mL STP amount to 0.03 ppm for
CO2, 0.04 ‰ for δ13C(CO2), 2.2 ppb for CH4, and 1 ppb for
N2O and meet or even exceed our ice core precision targets.
Furthermore, calibration curves have been determined and
verified in repeated measurements over a time span of sev-
eral months, and it was found that the instrument provides
calibrated values with uncertainties similar to the repeatabil-
ities. Thus, the spectrometer is capable of simultaneously and
accurately analyzing discrete air samples of 1 mL STP vol-
ume for their CO2, δ13C(CO2), CH4, and N2O composition.
Further improvements of the instrument performance can be
expected from the implementation of a more sophisticated
line profile beyond the Voigt model in the spectral fitting
algorithm. Thereby, a more accurate concentration retrieval
and potentially a less eminent pressure dependence may be
achieved, which would alleviate the pressure on careful cal-
ibration as used in this study. Finally, it was verified that
the laser spectroscopic approach is immune against poten-
tial contamination compounds such as drilling fluids. Being
a non-invasive technique, it allows the precious samples to be
reused for further ice core analyses after cryogenic recollec-
tion from the multipass cell. Overall, this approach opens up
many options for further analytical improvements and tech-
nological developments in ice core research.
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